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Lenox Laser is a high-tech laboratory equipped
with some of the most advanced lasergenerating systems in existence.
But what makes Lenox Laser unique is not the
equipment, but the way the equipment is put to work.
In fact, the way lasers are applied here is so
revolutionary, it amounts to a whole new technology!
This singular technology and the unique results it can
generate fill a vital need in leading-edge research and
develpment today.
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Lenox Laser specializes in drilling incredibly small
apertures into a variety of advanced metals, both
for research and production applications.
And we drill them like nobody else does — simply
because we invented that particular way of doing it!

It’s so successful that our hottest selling items are
our Aperture Kits — little packets of pre-fabricated
apertures that eliminate the need to wait or custom
order.
Lenox Laser has tapped into one of the largest
growing needs of American industry today.
Joseph P. d’Entremont
President
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As the 50th anniversary of the invention of
the LASER approached, the thoughts of Joe
d’Entremont, owner of Lenox Laser, began to gravitate
toward a “Jubilee” celebration. In the Old Testament,
the year of jubilee occurred every 50 years, as
explained in Leviticus 25:9–10. Then you shall cause the
trumpet of the Jubilee to sound on the tenth day of the
seventh month; on the Day of Atonement you shall make
the trumpet to sound throughout all your land. And you
shall consecrate the fiftieth year, and proclaim liberty
throughout all the land to all its inhabitants. It shall
be a Jubilee for you; and each of you shall return to his
possession, and each of you shall return to his family. The
word “jubilee” comes from the Hebrew word for ram,
which was the type of horn used. Therefore, a “jubilee
celebration” was initiated to celebrate the invention of
the LASER in order to illuminate how important it has
been to industries based on laser micro-drilling and
to Lenox Laser itself. Joe d’Entremont decided to plan
an event to honor Dr. Charles H. Townes, now 95 years
old, who received the Nobel Prize in 1964 in Physics for
his contribution to the invention of the MASER and the
LASER. Dr. Townes accepted the invitation to speak at
the event honoring him and the LASER, and October
4th, 2010 was set as the date.
The eventful day is depicted in the photographs in this
booklet. Included is a transcript of Dr. Townes remarks
as Key Note speaker. Dr. H. John Wood, an astronomer
from NASA associated with the Hubble Telescope, was
featured as the afternoon speaker.
From its humble beginnings in a garage in Lenox,
Massachusetts in1981, Lenox Laser has grown into a
leader in small hole technology world wide. In 1987,
the business moved to northern Baltimore County and

eventually was located in an old industrial building
on Manor Road. Over the years, the building has
undergone major renovations and improvements.
Today, it houses a well organized production area, a
machine shop for customizing parts and equipment,
an efficient office area and a large banquet hall, with
a newly equipped kitchen adjacent to it. Fifteen
lasers enable Lenox Laser to provide its micro laser
machining technology to a variety of businesses.
It offers flow control in orifice calibration, gas flow
rate measurement, optical microscope inspection,
light beam diffraction and provides certification of
dimensional measurement of all precision orifices.
The 1st Annual Light Seminar was well attended by
an enthusiastic and varied group of people which
included scientists, engineers, physic professors,
photographers, clients, journalists and Lenox Laser
employees. The day included a tour of Lenox Laser's
facilities in between Dr. Townes' address and Dr.
Wood's talk and demonstrations of physical properties.
A casual social time accompanied the lovely dinner
provided by Lenox Laser.
Future seminars are in the works with a different focus
each year. The 2nd Light Seminar will feature Dr. John C.
Mather, Project Scientist for NASA's Cosmic Background
Explorer (COBE) satellite, as the Key Note speaker. Dr.
Mather received the Nobel Prize in Physics on October
3, 2006. His subject is “History of the Universe in a
Nutshell: from the Big Bang to the end of time” and is
scheduled for October 4, 2011 at Lenox Laser.
We look forward to this 2nd Annual Light Seminar
and hope that you will join us.
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Dr. Charles H. Townes
Key Note Speaker
Inventor – MASER & LASER
Nobel Prize, 1964
National Medal of Science, 1982
Templeton Prize, 2005

Dr. H. John Wood
Featured Speaker
NASA Astronomer
NASA Exceptional Service Medal, 1992
NASA Exceptional Achievement Medal, 1994
Goddard Space Center
Hubble Space Telescope
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Charles H. Townes
Biographical Data
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Born July 28, 1915,
in Greenville, South
Carolina, Dr. Townes
graduated from Furman
University in 1935, earning
a Bachelor of Science in
physics and a Bachelor of Arts
in modern languages. He
completed a master’s degree
in physics at Duke University in 1936 and in 1939
received the Ph.D. degree in physics at the California
Institute of Technology. He was a staff member of
Bell Laboratories from 1939–1947, then successively
Associate Professor of Physics, Professor, and Chairman
of the Physics Department at Columbia University
between 1948 and 1961. In 1959–1961, he was in
Washington as Vice-President and Director of Research
of the Institute for Defense Analysis. He was Provost
and Institute Professor at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology from 1961–65, and University Professor
at the University of California from 1967 to the present.
In July, 1986, he became University Professor Emeritus,
and in 1994, Professor in the Graduate School.
Dr. Townes’ principal scientific work is in microwave
spectroscopy, nuclear and molecular structure,
quantum electronics, radio astronomy and infrared
astronomy. He holds the original patent for the maser
and with Arthur Schawlow, the original laser patent.
He received the Nobel Prize in 1964 “for fundamental
work in quantum electronics which has led to the
construction of oscillators and amplifiers based on the
maser-laser principle.”
At the University of California, Townes returned to
full-time research and teaching, and pursued new
interests in astrophysics. His work there in radio
astronomy resulted in the first detection of polyatomic
molecules in interstellar clouds and the use of
molecular spectra to characterize these dark clouds,
now an important astronomical field. In the infrared
region, he has worked primarily on high spectral and
spatial resolution for astronomical observations. Much
of this work has been directed towards understanding
the galactic center. Since 1988, Townes has been
using three moveable telescopes for obtaining very
high angular resolution of astronomical objects at
infrared wavelengths by spatial interferometry.

During much of his career, Townes has been active
as a government advisor. He was a member of the
President’s Science Advisory Committee from 1965
to 1969, and vice chairman of that group during the
second half of his term. From January to December
1967, Townes served as the president of the American
Physical Society. He was chairman of the technical
advisory committee for the Apollo Program until
shortly after the first successful lunar landing. More
recently, he has chaired committees on Strategic
Weapons and the MX missile. He has been active
in the National Academy of Science’s contacts with
China, its work on Arms Control, and its meetings with
representatives of the Soviet Academy; he has also
had an active role in helping to formulate advice given
by the Papal Academy to the Pope on issues of peace
and the control of nuclear weapons.
In addition to the Nobel Prize, Dr. Townes received
the 1982 National Medal of Science and the 2005
Templeton Prize. Townes is a member of the National
Academy of Sciences, the National Academy of
Engineering, the Royal Society of London, the Max
Planck Society, the National Inventors Hall of Fame,
and the Engineering and Science Hall of Fame. He
has received the National Academy of Sciences’
Comstock Prize and the John J. Carty Medal, the
National Academy of Engineers’ Founders Award, and
the Stuart Ballentine Medal of the Franklin Institute
(twice). Other awards include the Rumford Premium
of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, the
C.E.K. Mees Medal of the Optical Society of America,
the Medal of Honor of the Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, the Plyler Prize of the American Physical
Society, NASA’s Distinguished Public Service Medal,
the Russell Lectureship of the American Astronomical
Society, along with many others. Among Dr. Townes’
international awards are the Thomas Young Medal
and Prize of the Institute of Physics and the Physical
Society (England), the Wilhelm Exner Award (Austria),
the 1979 Niels Bohr International Gold Medal,
the Lomonosov Medal of the Russian Academy of
Sciences, the Rabindranath Tagore Award of India,
the Karl Schwarzschild Medal of German-speaking
countries, the 2001 SPIE Award, the 2005 Templeton
Prize, the 2006 Vannevar Bush medal. In 2009
the Russian Embassy awarded Prof. Townes the
International Leonardo Award for his contributions
to the development of physics and creation of laser
technology, and in 2010 he received the SPIE Gold
Medal. He also has thirty-one honorary degrees.

Printed with permission from Dr. Charles H Townes
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w Frequently referred to as Champion of America’s
Inventors and Entrepreneurs, Kelly co-founded the
United Inventors Association. He was instrumental
in establishing the Washington-based Network
of the Capital Area as well as the Edison Inventors
Association of Ft. Myers FL.
w Don Kelly served as Adjunct Professor at Franklin
Pierce Law Center and as visiting lecturer at
Fordham University Graduate School of Business
and the MIT Sloan School of Management. He
studied Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering
and holds a BS-ME from VA Tech. He was
registered as a member of the US Patent Bar 1982.
w IP-Frontline Magazine carries Mr. Kelly’s
entrepreneur-focused column, “Out to Launch.”
He writes another column entitled “Washington
Observations," featured regularly in the United
Inventors Association newsletter. Don Kelly
serves as Advisor to Edison Innovations, Inc. and
the By Kids for Kids, Company.
w Kelly also is a senior member of the
Commercialization Planning Workshop team
based at Mohawk Research Corporation,
coaching entrepreneurial business in bringing
new products to market.

Don Kelly introducing Dr. Charles H. Townes, PhD.

z

Since Don Kelly introduced Dr. Charles H. Townes
into the Inventors Hall of Fame therefore Lenox
Laser felt it was fitting that Kelly should introduce Dr.
Townes at the1st Annual Light Seminar.
Patent Agent Don Kelly prosecutes patent applications
before the US Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO).
He presents educational workshops and counsels
inventors and corporate executives on development
and management of patent portfolios. The Licensing
Executives Society (LES/US&Canada) has designated
Don Kelly as a Certified Licensing Professional.
Since its establishment in 2002, IAMA, LLC has
enjoyed a strategic professional alliance with the full
service IP law firm Maier & Maier, PLLC, also based in
Alexandria. As a top patent agent, Don has expanded
his sizable patent agent network of technologists and
legal experts through a strategic alliance with the
Washington office of The Roundtable Group.

w Syracuse University recently named Don Kelly
to the National Advisory Board for the Syracuse
Campus-Community Entrepreneurship Initiative.
w A senior consultant to the Washington based
think-tank, International Intellectual Property
Institute, Don Kelly has lectured on IP and
innovation throughout the United States as well
as the Far East, Middle East, Europe and Africa.
w Patent Agent Don Kelly is an active member of the
American Intellectual Property Law Association,
National Association of Patent Practitioners,
Licensing Executives Society, Intellectual Property
Owners Association, and the Patent & Trademark
Office Society.

Taken from his website:
Patent Agent Don Kelly.
Intellectual Assets Management Associates (IAMA).
www.patentagentplus.com.
Accessed 12 April 2011.
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Transcript of Dr. Charles H. Townes speech

“How New Things Happen”
at the Light Seminar October 4th, 2010.

z

Thank you. Well, I’m very pleased to be here
with you, and I’m going to be talking about
“How New Things Happen.” And the laser is one of
the examples. How do new things happen? How do
we bring about new things? How do we invent new
things? Well, many discoveries occur by accident. But
the accidents are generally as a result of very careful
investigation, thought, exploration, and trying new
things. Some of them occur by careful explorationpeople try very hard to discover a particular thing. And
finally, after a lot of hard work, it or something else
new is discovered.
Now most discoveries also involve an interaction
between different fields, and an interaction between
different people. People exchange ideas… fields
interact, and something new occurs as a result of a
new interaction and ideas coming together. The laser
was a part of that kind of picture. But it was also the
result of careful, directed, and purposeful exploration.
But now, let’s think of some of the accidental things,
for example Columbus. Columbus of course wanted to
go west and get to India and China. But he didn’t do
that, he got to a completely new part of the world that
nobody knew, and of course that’s why the people
here were called Indians. A little different from those
he was looking for, but he discovered something new.
He tried. He took a big chance… great plans and great
effort, and look what he discovered.
Well now, I also mentioned the discovery of the
transistor. That was discovered by a friend of mine at
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Walter Brattain. He was
just examining semiconductors, copper oxides, and
he found something peculiar. He couldn’t understand
the effects he was observing. But he recognized that
something was unusual, and he went to John Bardeen,
who was also at Bell Labs, a theorist. And said, “John,
what’s going on here? I don’t understand it.” And John
looked at it and thought about it for a while, and went

“Hey! You’ve got amplification. Did you realize that?”
No, he didn’t realize that he had amplification. But that
was the semiconductor amplifier. It was an amplifier, a
new kind of amplifier. Well, Bill Shockley had actually
tried to make such a semiconductor amplifier a year or
two before that, and he, as Brattain’s boss, jumped into
the business, too. So, the three of them got the Nobel
Prize together.
Well now, then there was the discovery of the Big Bang.
One of my former students, Arno Penzias, had worked
with me trying to pick up a particular spectrum out
in space using microwaves. He went to Bell Labs after
that, and he worked some more on it with Bob Wilson.
They looked and looked, and didn’t find that spectrum.
But they found a continuum radiation – a very weak
continuum radiation. He found it as a result of having
a maser amplifier – he had worked with me on masers,
the most sensitive amplifier. The radiation they
detected was evidence of the origins of our universe
– the Big Bang. How the universe began – this was a
remnant of the beginnings of the universe that they
discovered – accidentally, of course.
Well now, as for the maser and the laser, they came
about not by accident, but by a hard effort on my part.
I was using microwave amplifiers to study molecules.
How did that happen? Well, again by accident. I went
to Bell Labs to do physics, but war was coming along,
World War II, and they assigned me to do radar. Oh
dear, I was becoming an engineer! But I learned a lot
from that. It was very important I learned a lot about
microwaves and amplifiers, and so on. And after the
war, I worked on the shortest radar of the time, at one
and a quarter centimeters wavelength, and that was
for getting more directivity. But, it didn’t work because
it turned out that water vapor in the atmosphere
absorbed that wavelength. Oh dear! So the whole
thing was ruined. Well, one mistake frequently leads to
success. I said, well, I’ll just study this water vapor in a
laboratory a little bit, and see how it absorbs.

1st Annual Light Seminar at Lenox Laser
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So with microwave oscillators I studied the water
vapor. And I recognized – wait a minute, looks like we
can do a lot of good spectroscopy. So after World War
II, Bell Labs let me do spectroscopy on molecules, with
microwaves. And that was really exciting; I found out
a lot of things – that you could measure the shapes
of nuclei, their spins and their shapes, and so on. And
this became so important that I was offered a job at
Columbia University. Well, sure I always wanted to be
in a university. I went, then, to Columbia University,
and I worked on these things some more.
I wanted to get on down to shorter wavelengths.
Microwave oscillators at that time could be made
down to wavelengths of about a centimeter, and a
little bit shorter, but not much more. But I wanted
to get on down to shorter wavelengths, down in the
infrared, below a millimeter if possible.
How to do that- well, I worked, and I thought and
thought about it. I also had my students try various
things, but they didn’t work. Then I was appointed
chairman of a national committee by the navy; the
navy was interested in getting shorter wavelengths,
too. I formed a group of very famous scientists and
engineers, and we traveled all over the country trying
to find anybody that had any ideas. After a year’s time,
we decided, no, no ideas. And so we planned our last
meeting. We were going to write a report saying sorry,
we couldn’t find out anything. I woke up early in the
morning worrying about it, and I went out and sat out
on a park bench. Oh dear! why we hadn’t been able to
get any ideas. I said to myself, well, of course molecules
and atoms produce short waves, but you can’t get
more than a certain amount of energy without heating
them up very hot. And obviously, if you heat them up
much, they fall apart, and so, well, now, wait a minute,
wait a minute! We don’t have to define them with a
temperature, I can get more molecules in an upper
state than in a lower state and from them, I can amplify.
I pulled out a piece of paper from my pocket and wrote
down some equations. Looks like maybe it might work.
But it was quite doubtful, so I didn’t bring it up with the
committee and we wrote our report saying, no, sorry;
we don’t have any ideas.
I went back to Columbia University, figured out things
some more, and thought, yes, I’m going to try to do
this. But I decided to do it first with microwaves to
see if I could get molecules to amplify at microwave
frequencies, because I had some microwave
equipment. Well, I persuaded a student who worked
with me, Jim Gordon, to do his thesis on trying to
do this. Now the way to do it seemed to be by using

molecular beams. Professors at Columbia University
were working on atomic and molecular beams, and
trying to examine their properties. And I knew that by
deflecting a beam you make the upper states go one
way and the lower states another way, so you can then
pick out all the molecules in the upper state. From the
upper state, they can fall down and amplify. Okay, well,
I had been working on ammonia, and I thought, well
I’ll use ammonia, to do this. And Jim Gordon worked
on it for a couple years.
Professor Rabi then already had a Nobel Prize, and
Professor Kusch got a Nobel Prize a bit later – they
were both outstanding physicists. Rabi had been
chairman of the department, and Kusch was then
chairman of the department. They came into my
laboratory and said “Look, that’s not going to work.
You know it’s not going to work; we know its not
going to work. You’ve got to stop. You’re wasting
the department’s money.” Well, fortunately, I was an
associate professor by then, and they couldn’t fire
me. You can’t fire an associate professor unless he
does something morally wrong, not just because he’s
stupid. So I knew they couldn’t fire me, and I said, “No, I
think it has a chance, I’m going to continue work.” Well,
they marched out of my lab angrily.
About three months later, Jim Gordon came into my
classroom saying, “Hey, its working, its working!” So,
oh boy, all of my students went out of the classroom
and to the laboratory, to see this thing that was
working. Yes, a new kind of oscillator, using molecules
to amplify. It was, of course, working in the microwave
region. I got together my students to pick a name- we
decided to choose the name maser, for microwave
amplification by stimulated emission of radiation.
As the molecules were stimulated by radiation, they
gave up their energy, so they amplified. And that
was microwave amplification by stimulated emission
radiation, the maser.
Well, the discovery then became very exciting. We
had been working in the laboratory for three years,
and people came by and said, oh, you know, oh,
okay. But nobody competed. Nobody was interested,
or competed. Once it was working, everybody was
excited. Many jumped into the field. And there
was lots of work in the universities and industry,
particularly in industry. And industry began to
hire many students in the field because they were
interested in such amplifiers. It provided the most
sensitive amplifier known and a new kind of oscillator
with a very pure frequency. So industry wanted
students in the field.
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Pretty soon I took a sabbatical leave – I went to Paris,
and thought I’d get a bit of a change. And in Paris,
one of my former students was there. I worked with
him at École Normale Superior. He had found that
electrons in a magnetic field could be put in an upper
state and they would stay there for a while. Electron
spins normally fall back down when they’re up in the
magnetic field, they fall down pretty quickly. He found
material in which they stay there for some time and
I said, “Hey, wait a minute, if we can get them to stay
there for a while, maybe we can get them to amplify.”
We can amplify with electrons in a magnetic field. And
we can tune them by changing the magnetic field
so we can pick frequencies. Well, that was exciting;
we worked on it some and published a paper. Then
Nico Bloembergen at Harvard read our paper. He had
been working on electron spins. With two electrons
joined together, instead of having two states, an upper
state and a lower state, you have three states. So
Nico recognized that, well, you could excite them by
pumping them up, and they could fall back down and
amplify. That was the so called three level maser. And
that was a great discovery too.
Also, while I was in Europe, I had known Aage Bohr,
the son of Niels Bohr. Well, Neils Bohr of course
was one of the most famous physicists of the time.
So I went to visit Aage Bohr in Denmark, and I was
walking down the street with Niels Bohr, who I was
just delighted to meet and get acquainted with. He
asked me what I was working on, and I told him we’ve
had this oscillator using molecules, which gave a very,
very pure frequency. He looked at me, and said, “No,
no, that’s not possible. No, that’s not possible, you
must misunderstand.” I’m sure he was thinking of the
uncertainly principle. Well, you see, the molecules
went through a cavity in a certain length of time,
and you can’t define the frequency better than one
over the length of time they go through the cavity.
And he knew that. But he didn’t recognize we were
using a collection of molecules, not a single one. So
the uncertainty principle didn’t apply. “Oh,” he said,
“No that’s not possible.” But I said, “No its working,
its working.” “Oh no, you misunderstand,” and he just
wouldn’t talk with me about it anymore. I don’t think
he ever caught on.
Another important scientist, John von Neumann, I
met at a cocktail party. And he said, “What are you
doing?” I told him we had this very pure frequency.
“Oh, no, no, that’s not possible. You’re not measuring it
right; you’re not measuring it right.” “Oh, we are!” “No,
no, no, no.” Well, he went off and got another cocktail.
About 15 minutes later he came back and said, “Hey!
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You’re right… Tell me more about it!” He suddenly
recognized that with a collection of molecules, you
could get much higher precision.
And so, you see, new ideas are new, and many people
cast off new ideas especially if they’re not their own
new ideas.
Now, as I said, the maser was very exciting for a long
time, lots of people working on it, but nobody thought
it could get to shorter wavelengths. That’s what I had
wanted to do, primarily I wanted to get to shorter
wavelengths. And after about two or three years of
the maser, I thought- well, I’m going to sit down and
see how to get to shorter wavelengths, because that’s
what I really want, to get amplifiers and oscillators
at short wavelengths, so I could do high resolution
spectroscopy down in the infrared maybe. I sat down
with a paper and pencil and, let’s see, how can we
get to shorter wavelengths? I wrote down equationshey, it looks like we can get right on down to light
waves. Oh boy, wow. And that was exciting; I knew
that because masers were so exciting, that if I said
anything about it, a lot of people would jump into the
field. They weren’t interested without my mentioning
it. But if I mentioned it, and said it could be done, then
I’d have a lot of competition. So I didn’t mention it to
anybody, I just kept thinking about it.
I was consulting at Bell Telephone Laboratories then.
My brother in law, Art Schawlow, had been a post doc
with me and had married my kid sister, with which I
was very pleased. He had gone on to Bell Labs and
was working there. So I went and saw him, and I told
him about it. And he said, “Well, you know, I’ve been
wondering about that, could we work on it together?”
I said, “Well, sure, okay.” So he added something. He
had the idea of having two parallel plain mirrors with
the light going straight back and forth, like a very
pure, directional amplifier. I had thought of having
just a cavity where the light would bounce all around.
Well, he had this idea which was added to mine. And
we decided, well, we’d better publish a theoretical
paper. If we start working on it experimentally,
somebody’s sure to compete and might beat us to it,
so we’d better mention it first in a theoretical paper,
which we did. But first let’s take it to Bell Laboratory’s
lawyers and patent it, because we probably ought to
give the patent to Bell Labs. He called me up a couple
days later, and said, “Well, Bell Labs lawyers say they
don’t want to bother with patenting it, because light’s
never been used for communication.” And Michelson
had even tried it a little bit, and it didn’t work. So they
said, “If you want to patent it, you just patent it. You
can take the patent, we won’t bother.” And I told him,
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“Look, they just don’t understand. You tell them yes, it
can be used in communication.” So he called me back,
a couple days later, saying “Well, the lawyers said that
if we can show that it can be used in communication,
okay, they’ll patent it for Bell Labs.” I thought we
shouldn’t rob Bell Labs of it just because the lawyers
didn’t understand, so I said okay. We wrote a patent
entitled Optical Masers and Communication, and
that was it. I already had the basic patent for masers,
including all wavelengths, even though I hadn’t been
able to see just how to make light waves. But the basic
patent on the laser itself, we gave to Bell Telephone
Laboratories.
Well now, we published in 1958, and then everybody
jumped into the field. I knew they would. By then,
industry had hired a lot of the students who had
worked on masers, and microwave amplifiers. And so
industry had a lot of skillful people, and they jumped
in the field very quickly. And all the first lasers were
built in industry. Industry could work very fast and
quickly, once they knew what to do. The very first
laser was built in the Hughes Laboratory by Ted
Maiman. He used a ruby. Now Art Schawlow and I
had thought about ruby. But excited ruby decayed
fast enough that we thought, well, we couldn’t get
enough light to excite it. But Maiman recognized that
you could use a pulse of light, and get much more
intensity with the pulse. So this was a pulsed laser- it
was just very bright, very briefly, but at least it was a
laser and oscillating. Of course we just called it the
optical maser, because it was a maser, just extended
on down to shorter wavelengths. But optical maser
was too long a name, and it soon became laser.
And we thought, well, after that, it won’t need to
be changed, for example to gaser for gamma rays.
Lasers now include everything even on down to the
X-ray region. And lasers go up to about, well, to a
millimeter. After a millimeter, we call them masers.
The longer waves lengths are masers, the shorter
wavelengths are lasers, but it’s basically the same
thing, of course.
Well, the first one was invented by Maiman at Hughes,
and then the next one by one of my former students,
Ali Javan. Javan and his associate Bill Bennett were
at Bell Telephone Laboratories. They made the first
continuous laser, which is what I had been particularly
interested in. They used a gaseous discharge, and
that’s the kind I had been thinking of. The two built
it and made it work. Then the third one was made by
Sorokin and Stevenson. Stevenson had been one of
my students, and had gone to General Electric. The
two made the third new kind of laser.

And so it happened. There are more and more lasers
and they come in all varieties both big ones and very,
very small ones… and all kinds of wavelengths and
so on. And of course, it’s a very, very big business
in industry now, with many, many applications.
For example, there are very important medical
applications. I never thought of medical applications,
it never occurred to me that lasers would be useful in
medicine. I thought, well, it can burn people, but why
would you want to do that? Well, of course it does a lot
of things. It is very important for eyes, for example. I
myself even had a little eye operation, with a laser.
The field just grew and grew. And people all over
the world were working on lasers and inventing new
things. I’m delighted how useful lasers have been in
science. It’s produced an enormous amount of new
results, and more Nobel Prizes. And that is what I
was primarily interested in, getting a new scientific
tool that you can measure things more precisely in
wavelength, measure distances more precisely than
before, and frequencies more accurate than we had
before, and so on. All kinds of new discoveries. A laser
can give very high power. You can get 5 hundred
thousand billion watts with a laser, and can focus
it to a point that is just a couple of microns in size.
That many watts focused to about a light wave in
size – the intensity is enormous. You can get the
highest temperature with this highest intensity. It
also produces the lowest temperatures we have. With
lasers, you can cool things off if you grasp atoms and
hold them still, with essentially zero motion. If you
hold them at zero motion, you get the lowest possible
temperatures.
And it’s produced a lot of Nobel Prizes; there have
been 13 Nobel Prizes using lasers other than the one
that I got with the Russians. The Russians of course had
a similar idea. They didn’t literally build the first maser,
but they were working on it. And so they got some
credit. They received half the Nobel Prize, and I got the
other half in 1964.
But other than our prize, there have been 13
additional Nobel Prizes given as a result of using lasers
or lasers as tools, to do things which you couldn’t do
before. And I’m just absolutely delighted. Of course,
it’s also been economically very important. All kinds of
industrial uses have come out. I hadn’t really been all
that interested or expected so many industrial uses. I
knew there were some, of course. Communication is
what occurred to me, originally, and it’s enormously
important in communication now. You can put so
much information on light beams, and all in little

1st Annual Light Seminar at Lenox Laser
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fibers – a very important communication technique
now. All kinds of industries have grown up using very
small lasers and, also with very big lasers for powerful
things. Lasers are the most powerful sources of
concentrated energy. I believe there are approximately
20 billion dollars per year in the industrial production
now. It’s a very, very big industry, I don’t know the
exact numbers, but it’s very big with a wide variety of
things. And it’s all over the world.

maser, and then I showed how to make the laser with
Art Schawlow, but all the first ones were actually built
in industry. And industry has contributed a lot- along
with universities. There have been many contributions
all over the world. And that’s the great thing about
science and technology. People trade ideas, and
interactions between different people are important
in creating new things. As noted, my own interactions
provided me with some new ideas…

This is what happens with new discoveries. And
they can be very important. How do you make new
discoveries? Well, some new discoveries come about
by accident. But some come about as the result of
hard work. There is always a level of hard, intense
work. The accidental things also usually come about
by careful hard work, allowing you to see something
that you recognize is new, which no one had seen
before. And then, hey, what is that? Wow!

We must be willing to explore, and be willing to differ
with other people. As noted, Rabi and Kusch both
wanted me to stop, they knew it wouldn’t work. Bohr
thought, oh no, that’s not possible, that can’t be.
When new ideas are new, especially people who don’t
have them are often kind of negative about them. We
must be willing to differ with other people, especially
outstanding people. We must think hard about
whether we’re really right. Let’s not waste time, but, if
you think you’ve really got a chance, be willing to try
something new. So, I hope all of you will do that. Think
about new things, things that would be good, things
that would be helpful to people – do them, be willing
to take some chances, and explore.
Thank you very much.

One such accident was the transistor; another accident
was discovery of the beginning of the universe, and
another accident the discovery of America. Those
are some the accidental ones. And there are some
systematic ones; the laser is maybe a particular case
of a systematic examination of trying to do something
and finally, after some years of effort, hitting on the
right thing eventually. And I’m just delighted with
how important it’s become. A lot of other people have
made it important. Sure, I initiated the idea and got
it started. But, I didn’t build the first laser. All the first
lasers, as I said, were built in industry. I built the first

Cindy & Dick Anderson, Ilya Solyar, Dr. Townes, Joe d'Entremont
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Gregory Solyar
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Gregory Solyar is the Director of Engineering at
Lenox Laser. He has a Bachelor of Science Degree
in Radio Metrology from Odessa Measuring College
of National Standards Committee of USSR; a Master
of Science in Electrical Engineering from Odessa
Polytechnic Institute, USSR; and a Master of Science
Degrees in Electrical Engineering from Johns Hopkins
University and University of Maryland Baltimore
County.
Gregory worked as a scientist for the Centers of
Excellence GEST and CESDIS at NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center on the evaluation of imaging algorithms
for the Next Generation Space Telescopes and the
Fizeau Interferometers with sparse apertures. He
also designed and built automatic testbeds for the
evaluation process.
He has consulted for NIH and Navy and Army research
laboratories as a scientist and engineer concentrating
on detectors for time resolved fluoroscopy, photonics,
nonlinear optics and semiconductors. Gregory has
also authored several patents and scientific papers.
He joined the team at Lenox Laser as an Optical
Scientist and Engineer in 2006 where he designs laserbased material processes and tools.

Greg Solyar & Gulyam Zakizov

Greg Solyar, Dr. Townes, Joe d'Entremont
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Greg Solyar presenting his “Picture of Time”to Dr. Townes

Greg Solyar & Dr. Townes
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Stephen D. Fantone
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Stephen D. Fantone
is the President and
Chief Executive Officer
of Optikos Corporation.
Dr. Fantone has Bachelor
of Science Degrees in
Electrical Engineering and
Management from MIT,
and a PhD in Optics from
the Institute of Optics at
the University of Rochester.
While at the Institute of
Optics, he was awarded the College of Engineering
Fellowship in 1974 and the Fannie and John Hertz
Fellowship from 1975 to 1978.
In 1982, he founded Optikos Corporation, an
engineering firm that develops optically-based
products and manufactures a proprietary line of
optical metrology systems. Dr. Fantone designed the
optics for many commercial and industrial optical
products ranging from photographic systems to
medical instruments and toys. An accomplished
inventor, he has been awarded more than 60 U.S.
patents and in 2008, Optikos was the recipient of

the Massachusetts Small Business Administration’s
Exporter of the Year Award.
Dr. Fantone served as Chairman of Benthos, Inc.,
a NASDAQ listed manufacturer of oceanographic
instrumentation and packaging inspection
equipment, from 1997 until its sale to Teledyne
Technologies in 2006. Currently, he serves as a director
of several organizations: Rofin-Sinar Technologies,
Inc. a NASDAQ (RSTI) traded global manufacturer of
CO2 and other high power lasers used for material
processing, the Pioneer Institute, a Boston, MA based
think tank whose mission is to bring free market
principles to the delivery of government services, and
the Sea Education Association, an educational nonprofit that provides maritime educational experiences
to both high school and college students. He is also
a Senior Lecturer in the Mechanical Engineering
Department at MIT.
Taken from his website:
Hertz Foundation Board and Officers. Hertz Foundation, 2009.
www.hertzfoundation.org. Accessed 12 April 2011.

Dr. John Wood & Steve Fantone
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Dennis Zembala & Dr. Townes

Dennis Zembala
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Dr Dennis Zembala is an advisor and consultant
to cultural museums, organizations and projects.
He is a leading museum administrator and educator
with extensive experience in several museum and
public history fields. He has a broad knowledge of
the methods and practices of research and planning
museum exhibits on the history of technology and
science. He received the Dibner Award from the
Society for the History of Technology for excellence in
education program development.
Dr Zembala founded the Baltimore Museum of
Industry in 1981, and developed it into one of the
most vibrant cultural attractions in the Mid-Atlantic
region. As Executive Director, he oversaw every aspect
of its management. He played a leadership role in the
development of the Society for Industrial Archeology
and represented that organization at the International
Congress for Industrial Heritage on several occasions.

In 2000, he moved to Detroit to be the director of the
Detroit Historical Museums. For six years he managed
and led the City of Detroit’s Historical Department
including the Detroit Historical Museum, the Dossin
Great Lakes Museum, and Historic Fort Wayne.
In 2007, Dr. Zembala became President of the
Port Huron Museum that provides varied cultural
experiences in maritime and local history.

Printed with permission from Dr. Dennis Zembala
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Joe d’Entremont, Dick Anderson, Dr. Wood, Dr. Townes

Afternoon Tour of Facility
Dennis Zembala, Dick Anderson, Cindy Anderson, Dr. Townes, Ilyar Solyar, Greg Solyar, Joe d’Entremont & Jesse Sparhawk
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Dr. H. John Wood
Brief Biography
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Dr. H. John Wood is an astronomer and serves
as an optical engineer for the Optics Branch at
NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center. Since June 1990,
he has been Optics Lead Engineer on the Hubble
Space Telescope (HST) Project. He led the team that
successfully determined the optical prescription
of HST while on orbit. He then led NASA's effort to
develop and test the corrective optics for HST. He
has recently been assigned as optics engineer for the
ATLAS project, a lidar altimeter aboard ICESat-2, to
measure the ice on both poles of the Earth.
A graduate of Swarthmore College, Dr. Wood earned
the M.A. and Ph.D. in Astronomy from Indiana
University. He has been at Goddard Space Flight
Center for over 20 years. In addition to the Hubble
Project, he has been Lead Optical Engineer on other
Goddard projects: the Mars Observer Laser Altimeter
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and the Diffuse Infrared Background Experiment
aboard the Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE).
Earlier he served as assistant to the director at Cerro
Tololo Interamerican Observatory (Chile) for two
years. He held a Fulbright Research Fellowship for two
years at the University Observatory in Vienna, Austria.
He also served five years as a staff astronomer at the
European Southern Observatory in Chile. His career
began with six years on the astronomy faculty of the
University of Virginia at Charlottesville.
Winner of the 1992 NASA exceptional service medal
and the 1994 NASA exceptional achievement medal
for his work on COBE and HST, he is the author of over
50 research papers in astronomy and space optics.
He was invited by the Optical Society of America to
edit special editions of Applied Optics and Optics and
Photonics News on the HST first servicing mission. He
was co-chair of the HST Independent Optical Review
Panel that was charged with the determination of the
optical parameters for the HST while on orbit.

Printed with permission from Dr. Wood

Demonstration by Dr. Wood
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Joe d'Entremont & Dr. Wood

Guerman Passmanik & Peggy d'Entremont
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Gennady Krochik
& Guerman Pasmanik

Dr. Townes, Dick Anderson,
Joe d’Entremont, seated;
Bill Catania, Greg Solyar, standing

Dr. Otis R. Blaumanis
& Dr. Charles H. Townes
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A Picture of Time
by Greg Solyar
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The beginning of the 1st Annual Light Seminar
hosted by Lenox Laser was scheduled for
October 4th. Honorary guest Dr. Charles Townes, The
Nobel Price Laureate for the invention of the laser,
flew in a day early to stay at the Marriott in Timonium
for the duration of the seminar. We had a beautiful
opportunity to meet with him there at the planned
dinner. A few minutes before, the tall elderly man
came down to the registration counter. The first thing I
noticed about Charles H. Townes was his impressively
straight posture; it was as if he had found the scientific
cure to overcome the human aging.

Dr. Charles Townes recounts the journey of discovery
that led to the invention of the maser.
(Photos by Gennady Krochik)

After the last orders for dinner were placed, our
conversation began. Joseph d’Entremont, President
of Lenox Laser and I sat on either side of Charles
Townes. He told us that recently he had delved deeply
into astrophysics work. In an effort to understand the
nature of stars, the Nobel Laureate had an observatory
built made up of four infrared telescopes. “Some stars
change their size by 30%,” he explained quietly, “this is
because of gravity which causes the star to shrink, and
the nuclear forces of repulsion which commonly lead
to the star’s expansion.” He paused, slowly his eyes
lighting up. “But then there are some capricious stars
that, despite all of the calculations and predications,
do not change their size. Those are the stars that
interest us the most.”
While much of the conversation was scientific,
Dr. Townes also gave us his perspective on the
intersection of science with religion: “I am a religious
person, but I believe in free will. A person must be
creative. In science, much is not disclosed, and will
never be understood. But in religion, much is also
unclear.” Charles talked about his upcoming meeting
with Pope Benedict XVI in the Vatican. He noted
that Pope Benedict’s predecessor, Pope John Paul
II, was a very wise man. He would bring scientists
together, and would be open to their opinions and
advice, showing us mutual respect between leaders
of the scientific and religious communities. Then the
Laureate went deep into thought. He seemed uneasy,
so in order to distract him, I noted: “Charles, the Bible
says that God created light. But you created the laser
by saying that light should be monochromatic and
coherent.” His eyes twinkled for just a minute, followed
by a long and hearty laugh. The comment alluded
to the importance of inspiration for discovery, so he
answered: “No, no, the inspiration is not material, but
it is real. It is definitely very important in the creative
process. But what is more important for invention is
having an idea!” The evening flew by, illuminated by
the presence of unique and fascinating conversation.
Charles bid everyone goodnight in order to rest
adequately for the seminar the next day.

1st Annual Light Seminar at Lenox Laser

The next morning, again in Charles’ company, we
enjoyed breakfast. He shared his wisdom with us
regarding copyrights and research ethics. Having gone
through numerous issues himself, he said “Dealing
with dishonesty is difficult. It’s not worth it — better to
just be more selective when choosing employees and
partners and keep going.”
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weaves itself into an hourglass and old camera on a
tripod, representing the continuum of life. “Picture
of Time” was accompanied by a poem I wrote, which
extended the drawing’s meaning into the realm of the
written word.

At noon, we all gathered into the spacious conference
hall of Lenox Laser. After taking a short guided tour
of the company facilities Dr. Charles Townes took the
stage. When the Laureate concluded his speech with
the words, “We must be willing to explore,” he received
a standing ovation. Suddenly I understood why the
Laureate liked when he was called by his full name:
Charles Hard Townes, it has to do with the meaning of
the word “hard’ — strong, hardworking, not bending.
He proved it one more time by not making any
attempt to sit down at five-of-a-hundred years of age.
As Charles began to walk away from the podium,
Joseph d’Entremont announced that we had a surprise
gift for the Laureate. We approached the stage, and
with extreme pleasure, I handed one of the finest men
I have met “Picture of Time”, stating “Dr. Townes, you
once told me that you love fine art.” I crafted “Picture
of Time” to be a piece of artwork in which one line

The Time is frozen in old snapshots,
No beat has bid the heart farewell.
The prize to get in madcap Ascot
Is but a moment’s breathing spell.
The silver smile that curls unbidden
Keeps mysteries of years seen,
The way a master’s craft is hidden
In curves of perfect violin.
The shades, the light, all sepia-toned,
The wash of sadness on soft ice.
The tears with faith are interwoven:
Source of the Nile in tired eyes.
But then a flash, and grief is thrown,
Into eternal speeding swirl,
As if our way its light has shone
A careless and merry soul.
Translated by Rachel Fogl.

The seminar continued with Dr. H. John Wood of
NASA, replete with experiments, demonstrations,
and an interesting lecture. Once, during his lecture,
a little girl asked — “Mars has a lot of carbon dioxide.
Plants need it for their growth. Can we move flowers
to Mars?” “The seeds for the creation of the Light
Museum and the Industrial Institute of Optics have
been planted,” with a radiating smile, Joe d’Entremont
concluded the seminar.
Dr. John Wood of NASA demonstrates
an important principle in astrophysics.
(Photos by Gennady Krochik)
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Dr. Charles H. Townes & Brent Hare

Joe d'Entremont, Xiaowen Li,
Rajarshi Roy, & U. MD Student

Tom Hoffman & Dr. Rajarshi Roy
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Peggy & Joe d'Entremont with Ilya Solyar
Dr. Townes, seated;
Greg Solyar, Ilar Solyar, Joe dEntremont, standing
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More Real “WOWs,” Please
by Eric J. Anderson
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Ever wonder what a person’s “wow” factor is?
The word may sound trite, but it connotes
something monumental to an individual. For me, it is
when I am so riveted that my breath halts, time seems
to slow down, my eyes widen — a “wow” moment has
just arrested me.
Lately, I’ve had a few small “wow” moments, like a
high altitude rainbow in Maine in late August, with
a double, nearly triple rainbow that hung in the sky
for nearly a half hour. That was a definite “wow!” Then
there was a Raven’s game when the team pulled out
some eye-popping, big-boy’s assertiveness over the
visitors. I uttered “wow” almost reflexively. A “wow”
may be memorable, but not an once-in-a-lifetime
“wow” moment, such as the one I want to talk about
that occurred recently.
October 4th I was invited to a very unique science
conference just hours before it started. It was the 1st
Annual Light Seminar, by Lenox Laser in Glen Arm,
Maryland. I was unprepared for what happened. I had
hurried there curious at my unexpected invitation,
and noted how the beautiful countryside was such an
unlikely location for the laser company. I thought, who
ever heard of a light seminar! Light shows, maybe, but
not light as a subject of a conference, or even the basis
for a future museum! But I was quickly arrested by the
substance. My attention and respect was quickly won. It
was unique and nearly breath-taking, to say the least.
Some momentousness arose as I sat highly tuned in to
the lecturer’s words. It was the venerable Dr. Charles
Townes, now quite elderly. He was the developer
of the science behind the maser and the laser. Now
at full attention, the spark of what little I knew of
his story was quickly blown into full flame as he
recounted the inside story of his years of successful
research despite derision from his peers. He described
working through problems into a real, new science in
all of its possibilities. He digressed with humor over
perspective gained despite the scorn, derision, and

disassociation of some of the world’s top scientistsfrom Washington, university research fellows, top
Bell Labs men, and even Neils Bohr. While he respects
them to this day, he chuckled over their mantra, “It
can’t be done.”
Gary Boas, a contributor to Photonics Magazine sat
with me during the conference. He saw in Townes’s
story a picture of scientific persistence. As Townes
put it, it was a picture of the true scientific openmindedness. It was necessary to allow inspiration
to mingle into hard work and catch him by surprise,
allowing for some divine graciousness in the areas
where we just do not have necessary knowledge.
Pinch me! Did I just hear a famous scientist, one
deservedly proud; instead humbly admit to needing
God? “Oh yeah,” I said, and uttered a sincere “wow!” The
moment continued with the second guest speaker
Dr John Wood of NASA, part of the inside team most
responsible for several of the NASA triumphs in the
waning of the golden age of NASA. And then we
heard from the host, Joe d’Entremont, the avant-garde
founder and president of Lenox Laser. Well, whether
it was me or the Russians I sat with, or the entourage
of the Uzbekistani Vice President of the Academy of
Science next to me, several “wows” arose. I am already
booked to attend the 2nd Annual Light Seminar this
time next year. More real “wow’s,” please!
Edited, from blogpost:
http://lenoxlaser.blogspot.com. (27 October 2010).
Additional reference:
Boas, Gary. (5 October 2010).
Charles Townes on the Virtue of Tenacity.
www.photonics.com. Accessed 12 April 2011.

Gary Boas & Dr. Rajarshi Roy
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Lenox Laser is a high-tech laboratory equipped
with some of the most advanced lasergenerating systems in existence.
But what makes Lenox Laser unique is not the
equipment, but the way the equipment is put to work.
In fact, the way lasers are applied here is so
revolutionary, it amounts to a whole new technology!
This singular technology and the unique results it can
generate fill a vital need in leading-edge research and
develpment today.
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Lenox Laser specializes in drilling incredibly small
apertures into a variety of advanced metals, both
for research and production applications.
And we drill them like nobody else does — simply
because we invented that particular way of doing it!

It’s so successful that our hottest selling items are
our Aperture Kits — little packets of pre-fabricated
apertures that eliminate the need to wait or custom
order.
Lenox Laser has tapped into one of the largest
growing needs of American industry today.
Joseph P. d’Entremont
President

1st Annual Light Seminar at

50th Anniversary of the laser

October 4, 2010

